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Why You Should Read This Document
Why You Should Read This Document

If you want to improve performance
Oracle Express Server 6 (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) is a very 
flexible environment and can handle many types of applications. However, the 
settings that are optimal for one environment may not be optimal for all.

This document describes a variety of steps you can take to ensure good 
performance. You may find that taking just one step, such as using composites, 
accomplishes this goal. Or you may need to use many or all of the steps described 
in this document. The solution will vary from user to user.

If you have used Express Server 5
If you are an experienced user of Express Server 5 (or earlier), be sure to read the 
following sections:

■ Changes in Paging Behavior from 5 to 6

■ Why You Should Use Composites Instead of Conjoint Dimensions

Warning Signs of Poor Performance

What this topic describes
This topic describes the indication of performance you want to see and how to look 
for signs of poor performance.

The tools you use
The performance tools that you use depend on the platform on which Express 
Server is installed, as shown in the following table.

IF Express Server 6 is 
installed on . . .

THEN to get information about and tune the 
performance of Express Server 6, you use . . .

NT, the Microsoft Windows NT performance monitor and 
other NT tools.

any other platform, the Express Session Manager and the performance tools 
that are native to that platform.
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Warning Signs of Poor Performance
The ideal
In an ideal world, the goal during rollups is for your server machine’s CPU to run at 
100 percent of utilization. It may not be possible to achieve 100 percent utilization — 
if possible, the CPU should run at or near 100 percent (for example, between 95 and 
100 percent). You should look at the Express Server process and see what 
percentage of the CPU’s resources (memory, paging, disk, etc.) are being utilized. If 
the CPU is not running near 100 percent, you should take action to improve the 
performance of your database.

What you want to avoid during rollups is a lot of paging at the operating system 
level and at the Express level. Express Server may be one of many processes 
running on a server machine, and if the resources allotted to the Express Server 
process are used up, paging occurs at the operating system level. In addition, 
Express Server has its own paging buffer. If Express runs out of data pages, paging 
occurs at the Express level.

The ideal situation for good rollup performance is that no paging should occur at 
either the operating system level or the Express level. The next best situation is that 
paging occurs at the Express level only. (To ensure the latter, you may need to 
increase the size of the Express cache, which is described in “Miscellaneous 
Performance Tips” on page 26.)

First, determine whether the CPU is running near 100 percent, as described in the 
following section.

How do I determine if the CPU is running near 100 percent on a Unix machine?
If Express Server 6 runs on Unix, you can use the perfmeter command (Solaris 
only), the top command, or any other performance monitoring tool that is offered 
by the vendor or that is in the public domain to determine at what percentage the 
CPU is running when you execute a ROLLUP program.

Be aware that on a multiple-CPU system, the way in which the percentage is 
represented depends on the operating system. Many operating systems will display 
the percentage as a sum of the CPUs. In this case, you cannot get information about 
any individual CPU; instead, the results reflect the overall system performance. For 
example, if you have six CPUs running at about 90 percent each, the results would 
be about 540 percent.

However, some operating systems will display the percentage ranging from 0 to 100 
percent, regardless of whether the machine has one CPU or multiple CPUs.

Therefore, it is critical that you understand how your operating system reports CPU 
usage. For example, suppose you determine that the CPU is running at 90 percent. 
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Warning Signs of Poor Performance
On an operating system on which the CPU usage can only range from 0 to 100 
percent, 90 percent is a good percentage. But on an operating system on which the 
CPU usage can range from 0 to 600 percent, 90 percent indicates that you need to 
take steps to improve performance.

How do I determine if the CPU is running near 100 percent on an NT machine?
If Express Server 6 runs on NT, use the NT performance monitor to determine at 
what percentage the CPU is running when you execute a ROLLUP program.

The information about using the NT performance monitor is intended for 
single-CPU systems only. On a multiple-CPU system, you cannot get information 
about any individual CPU; instead, the results reflect the overall system 
performance. Do not attempt to determine at what percentage a CPU on a 
multiple-CPU system is running, because the results are likely to be a sum of the 
CPUs (for example, two CPUs running at 50 percent would show a result of the 
system’s CPUs running at 100 percent).

In the NT performance monitor, you will select an object, one or more counters, and 
an instance. You will then display a graph.

Select Process as your object. Select %ProcessingTime as your counter. Select 
Express Server as your instance. The graph you then display will show the activity 
of the %ProcessingTime counter, ranging from 0 to 100 percent. The 
%ProcessingTime counter should be running between 95 and 100 percent. If it is, 
this indicates there is probably no paging occurring at all, at either the operating 
system level or the Express level, which is what you want.

You may find it helpful to display other counters, including 
%CommittedBytesInUse, PageFaults/Second, FileReadOperations/Second, and 
FileWriteOperations/Second. See the Help system for the Express Server 
Configuration Manager. Next, consider the warning signs of poor performance, as 
described in the following section.

Warning signs
The following warning signs indicate poor performance.

■ The server machine’s CPU is not running near 100 percent.

■ Performing rollups takes longer than expected.

■ You notice a dramatic difference in the paging behavior of your operating 
system.
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Database Design Tips
Use the NT performance monitor to check CPU utilization and paging behavior.

If you are executing a rollup for the first time, you can estimate how long the rollup 
will take by executing limited versions of that rollup. For example, you might limit 
the slowest-varying dimension to its first value (at the lowest level of values, if the 
dimension is hierarchical), execute a rollup, then limit the slowest-varying 
dimension to its first five values (at the lowest level of values, if hierarchical), 
execute another rollup, and so on. You can use the amount of time each rollup takes 
to extrapolate how long a complete rollup will take. Limiting the status of the 
slowest-varying dimension will best predict overall performance. If the rollup takes 
significantly longer than your estimate, it may be a warning sign of poor 
performance.

How to improve ROLLUP performance
The following sections explain different strategies for improving performance. Read 
them all to determine which strategy (or combination of strategies) applies to your 
application.

■ Database Design Tips

■ Data Loading Tips

■ ROLLUP Program Tips

■ Miscellaneous Performance Tips

Database Design Tips

Overview
This is an overview of the database design issues that are relevant to rollup 
performance, and the steps you can take when designing your database to ensure 
good performance.

What is sparse data?
When you first define a variable, its values are NA by default. An NA value means 
that the cell (a single data value in the data cube) either does not currently have a 
value assigned to it or that a calculation produced an NA result. Even if cells have 
NA values, these values can occupy disk space, depending on how the variable has 
been defined. This can result in a variable with a large number of NA values that 
requires a lot of disk space, which can result in poor performance.
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Database Design Tips
If a variable has a large number of NA values, its data is called sparse data.

The NA values may be scattered throughout a variable, usually because some 
combinations of dimension values never have any data. This is often a result of the 
nature of your business.

For example, a district might only sell certain products and never have data for 
other products. Other districts might sell some of those products and other ones as 
well. The following example shows the values of a variable with sparse data and its 
dimensions. This example uses a variable named SALES, which is dimensioned by 
MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT. The following report of SALES shows a 
random pattern of NA values.

                            SALES
              JAN99       FEB99       MAR99       APR99
BOSTON:
  COFFEE      31,462.80            58,343.75            54,158.84            45,459.55
  SUGAR       45,633.38            66,960.37            51,201.41            41,119.10
  GRITS            NA          NA          NA          NA
  GRANOLA     38,353.49            44,890.01            32,705.20            59,889.76
ATLANTA:
  COFFEE      62,373.42            37,698.17            39,944.58            42,854.71
  SUGAR            NA          NA          NA          NA
  GRITS       55,075.33            64,352.74            36,571.66             31,048.07
  GRANOLA          NA          NA          NA          NA
CHICAGO:
  COFFEE      28,302.61            31,301.34            53,122.95             32,510.59
  SUGAR       43,460.88            22,743.96            45,991.54             39,841.34
  GRITS            NA          NA          NA          NA
  GRANOLA          NA          NA          NA          NA

To eliminate the NA values and make the variable smaller, you can set sparsity 
when you define a variable such as SALES. When you do this, you are defining a 
sparse variable, as described in the following section.

What is a sparse variable?
A sparse variable is a variable that you define as sparse along one or more of its 
dimensions. In other words, at the time you define a variable, you should determine 
which of its dimensions (or combination of dimensions) are likely to result in sparse 
data, and identify those dimensions by setting sparsity on them. When you set 
sparsity on one or more dimensions, you tell Express to create a composite.
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Database Design Tips
What is a composite?
A composite is an Express object that identifies which combinations of values of 
several dimensions actually exist in the data. Variables that use a composite only 
make room for those combinations. This potentially saves enormous amounts of 
space.

A composite is automatically created by Express when you define a variable in 
which you have declared one or more dimensions to be sparse.

How to define a sparse variable and specify a composite by using Administrator 6.2
This document assumes you will use Oracle Express Administrator (hereinafter 
referred to as “Administrator”) to create your database objects, such as variables. 
You can specify an unnamed composite or a named composite.

You specify an unnamed composite when you define a variable. In the Define a 
Variable dialog box, select one or more dimensions in the Available box (after you 
specify information such as the name and data type). Move the selected dimensions 
to the Sparse box. The dimensions in the Sparse box will be in an unnamed 
composite. The dimension at the top of the list in the Sparse box is the 
fastest-varying dimension. The dimension at the bottom of the list is the 
slowest-varying dimension. Move any dimension(s) that you want to use in the 
variable definition but do not want to include in the composite from the Available 
box to the Dense box. Choose Define to define the variable, and Express will 
automatically create the unnamed composite.

You specify an named composite when you define a dimension. In the Define a 
Dimension dialog box, select Composite in the Type box (after you specify 
information such as the name and width). You can then select one or more 
dimensions in the Available box and move them to the Selected box. The 
dimensions in the Selected box will be in a named composite. The dimension at the 
top of the list in the Selected box is the fastest-varying dimension. The dimension at 
the bottom of the list is the slowest-varying dimension. Choose Define to define the 
named composite. You can then use the named composite when you define a 
variable. In the Define a Variable dialog box, the named composite will be listed in 
the Available Dimensions box. Select the named composite and move it to the 
Dense box. (If you move it to the Sparse box, you will be nesting it within another 
composite.) Choose Define to define the variable.
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Database Design Tips
How to define a sparse variable and specify a composite by using Administrator 2.1 and earlier

After you specify information such as the name, data type, and dimensions of the 
variable in Administrator’s Define a Variable dialog box, choose Set Sparsity to 
display the Set Sparsity dialog box. It is here that you specify the composite that 
Express will create.

To specify a composite, hold down the Ctrl key and select the dimensions from the 
Select Dimensions box that you wish to be sparse. These are the dimensions that 
will be in the composite. Choose Set to commit to your selection, then OK to return 
to the Define a Variable dialog box.

Notice that the sparsity you have just set is now reflected in the Sparse Dimensions 
box. Your composite is preceded by the word “sparse,” and the dimensions in the 
composite are contained in a single set of angle brackets. For example, suppose your 
variable’s dimensions are MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT and that you 
specified a composite by setting sparsity on PRODUCT and DISTRICT. This would 
be indicated in the Sparse Dimensions box in the following manner.

month, sparse <product, district>

MONTH is the fastest-varying dimension, and the composite is the slowest-varying 
dimension. Generally, you should make the composite the slowest-varying 
dimension. The order of dimensions inside the composite does not matter. To make 
the composite the slowest-varying dimension, all the dimensions you wish to place 
in the composite must be the last dimensions you specify for the variable. If they are 
not, go back to the Define a Variable dialog box and reorder the dimension list by 
deselecting and selecting the dimensions in the correct order.

Why is it important to use composites?
Careful and appropriate use of composites most often results in:

■ Reduced database size

■ Increased density of non-NA cells per data page

■ Reduced paging demands

■ Improved performance

If you do not use composites, it is possible that a small amount of data will be 
stored on a data page that contains mostly NA values. If there are many pages like 
this, Express reads different data pages constantly, resulting in poor performance.
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Database Design Tips
When you define sparse variables
To ensure good performance, you should consider taking the following steps any 
time you define a sparse variable.

■ Create only one composite in any variable you define.

■ Make the composite the slowest-varying dimension (meaning, the last 
dimension in the list).

■ Consider keeping the first dimension in the list dense (not part of a composite), 
and putting all other dimensions into a single composite. You may keep more 
than one dimension dense, as long as the composite is the slowest-varying 
dimension.

■ It is a good idea to use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH to control the size of a variable’s 
segment before you assign any data to the variable. Express Server 6.0.1 and 
later provides improved default segments, but you may get better results by 
using CHGDFN SEGWIDTH.

Creating one composite per variable
It is possible to create more than one composite in a variable, but it is probably best 
to create only one composite in each variable. 

Making the composite the slowest-varying dimension
It is recommended that your composite be the slowest-varying dimension in the 
variable. In other words, the composite should be the last dimension in the 
dimension list.

Express Server 6.0.1 and later provides improved default segments, which promote 
good performance. Therefore, you may not have to take extra steps if you choose to 
not make your composite the slowest-varying dimension. However, for Express 
Server 6.0, if you do not make your composite the slowest-varying dimension, you 
must use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH to ensure good performance. Even for Express 
Server 6.0.1 and later, it is a good strategy to use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH.

Keeping one dense dimension
A good overall strategy can be to keep one dimension dense when you define your 
variable. A dense dimension is any dimension that you do not specify as sparse. 
Usually, the dimension you keep dense will be the dimension that is likely to have 
values for every or nearly every cell in the variable.
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The Role of Segments in Database Design
For example, the dimension you choose to keep dense may be a time dimension, 
such as MONTH. A time dimension usually has values for every cell in the variable. 
A time dimension will also have a relatively small number of values (for example, 
30 to 60 values).

You can then put all of your other dimensions into a single composite. Therefore, 
your dimension list will consist of one dense dimension, followed by a composite 
that contains all of the other dimensions.

Please keep in mind that the dimension you choose to keep dense will depend on 
your application. For example, it may be a good strategy to keep the time 
dimension dense for marketing and sales applications. However, if your application 
is a financial application, it is critical to make the time dimension the 
slowest-varying dimension (the last dimension). In Express Server 6.0.1 and later, in 
a financial application, most of the time it is a good strategy to keep one dimension 
dense (such as the LINE dimension) — this is your fastest-varying dimension. The 
time dimension will be the last or slowest-varying dimension. You should put all 
other dimensions in a composite. Therefore, your fastest-varying dimension will be 
dense, followed by your composite, and the time dimension will be dense and the 
slowest-varying dimension.

If you are a user of Express prior to 6.0, you may currently use a strategy of keeping 
small dimensions dense but creating conjoint dimensions for any dimension with a 
large number of values. This may no longer be a good strategy. It may prove more 
effective to keep only one dimension dense, regardless of the size of your other 
dimensions.

You can keep more than one dimension dense, as long as the data associated with 
that dimension is dense data. However, you may find that keeping just one 
dimension dense results in better performance.

The Role of Segments in Database Design

Controlling the size of variable segments
The number of segments in a variable affects the performance of data loading and 
data accessing. The following sections describe segments and how you can control 
their size.

In Express Server 6.0, you must use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH to manually control the 
size of segments. In Express Server 6.0.1 and later, you do not have to use CHGDFN 
SEGWIDTH; you can probably use the default segments that are provided 
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The Role of Segments in Database Design
automatically and achieve good performance. However, even in 6.0.1 and later, you 
may improve performance by using CHGDFN SEGWIDTH.

How does Express store and access data?
To increase the efficiency of loading data into variables, Express stores data in 
segments. A segment is a block of disk space that is allocated for the storage of a 
particular variable. Each segment contains data for a specific range of dimension 
values.

When a user requests data from an Express database, Express moves the required 
data from disk into memory. However, most Express databases contain variables 
that are too large to fit into memory all at once.

Therefore, Express divides each storage segment on disk into pages, which are:

■ Chunks of four kilobytes (4K) each (32-bit platforms), or

■ Chunks of eight kilobytes (8K) each (64-bit platforms)

Each segment starts with a new page. When a user requests a set of data, Express 
brings into memory only the pages that contain the required data.

What is the default number of segments?
By default, the number of segments that a variable uses for storage depends on the 
sequence in which you maintain the dimensions of the variable and add data to the 
variable, as the following table shows.

If you repeatedly add dimension values and then data for any but the 
slowest-varying dimension of a variable, your variables may end up with a great 
many segments — perhaps as many as hundreds of thousands of segments.

IF you . . . THEN Express . . .

add all your dimension values 
before you load data into a variable,

loads all the data into a single segment.

interweave the addition of 
dimension values and the loading of 
data,

may create a new segment each time you 
add more dimension values. New 
segments are always created for new 
dimension values of all but the 
slowest-varying dimension.
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The Role of Segments in Database Design
The proliferation of segments can be particularly pronounced if you define a sparse 
variable that has a composite in any position except the slowest-varying (last) 
position.

What is the optimal number of segments?
As a general rule, overall performance is best if all the data for a variable is stored in 
a single segment. Sometimes there are exceptions, and you must decide how many 
segments your variable should have based on your patterns of loading and 
accessing data.

If you access a variable whose data is stored in a large number of segments, the 
performance of your application may be very slow, for two reasons:

■ Express spends a lot of time on I/O operations because the data that you need 
may be spread over a great many separate pages.

■ Express spends a lot of time determining the segment and page location of data 
that is spread out over a great many segments.

How to specify segment size
You should use the CHGDFN command with the SEGWIDTH keyword to specify 
the size of a variable’s segments. Generally, it is a good idea to have one segment in 
a variable. A good rule of thumb is to determine the total number of values a 
variable will hold, then make the size of the variable’s segment slightly larger than 
that total number to make sure only one segment will be created.

Using the CHGDFN command will affect the segment size not only for the variable 
with which you use it, but also for any other variable that has an identical 
dimension list. This means that if you have a number of sparse variables with 
identical dimension lists, a single CHGDFN command will set up an efficient 
segment size for the whole group of variables.

Proper use of this command will ensure good performance for any variable, sparse 
or not. However, it is critical to use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH on any variable in which 
the composite is not the slowest-varying dimension.

You should use CHGDFN SEGWIDTH before you assign any data to the variable to 
ensure one segment per variable.

If data has already been assigned to a variable (or any variable with the same 
composite), several segments may have already been created. The CHGDFN 
command cannot get rid of those existing segments. It can, however, reduce the 
number of segments that are created after you execute the CHGDFN command. You 
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Data Loading Tips
can change the segment width of a variable at any time to further optimize the 
number of segments.

In Administrator, enter the CHGDFN command with the SEGWIDTH keyword in 
the Express Command window.

See the Database Administration Guide for more detailed information and examples. 
For details about using CHGDFN SEGWIDTH, see the CHGDFN entry in the 
Express Language Help system.

Data Loading Tips

What this topic describes
This topic describes the following steps you can take before you load data into a 
variable, so that you can load data as efficiently as possible.

■ Load the dimension values first

■ Check the order of your data

■ Check for circularity

Loading dimension values first
Be sure to load all of the values into your dimensions before you load any data into 
your variables.

Checking the order of data
For the best performance during a data load, the order of the dimension values 
must match the order of the data intended for those dimension values in your input 
file. If they do not match, sort your data so that it will load in the order in which the 
dimension values are defined.

Checking for circularity
Before you load any data (or, alternatively, just after populating hierarchies), you 
should check to be sure that there is no circularity in your hierarchies. In other 
words, you must make sure that no dimension value is its own parent. If a 
hierarchy is circular, ROLLUP will loop indefinitely.
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ROLLUP Program Tips
Administrator 6.2, which is provided with Express Server 6.2 and later, has a Rollup 
Wizard. If you use the Rollup Wizard to generate your ROLLUP programs, the 
wizard will perform the check for circularity for you.

Express Server 6.0.1 and later provides a program called HIERCHECK in the 
EXPRESS.DB database that you can use to check for circularity. Refer to the 
HIERCHECK topic in the Express Language Help system for information about 
using the HIERCHECK program to check for circularity.

For Express Server 6.0 and earlier, you should write a program to check for 
circularity yourself. The following sample code provides a simple approach to 
checking for circularity within dim2.

for dim3
do
limit dim2 to all
llast = statlen(dim2) + 1
while statlen(dim2) lt llast
do
llast = statlen(dim2)
limit dim2 to d1.parent ifnone ok
doend
report d1.parent
signal ... " hierarchy circular
ok:
doend

In this code sample, when you limit the hierarchical dimension DIM2 to its parent, 
you are essentially eliminating the lowest level of hierarchy values. When you limit 
DIM2 again to its parent, you eliminate the next lowest level of hierarchy values, 
and so on, until it ends at the highest level of the hierarchy, whose parent is an NA 
value. If there is no circularity in the hierarchy, the execution drops out of the 
WHILE loop to the “ok” statement. Otherwise, the WHILE loop ends and the 
statement you choose to signal an error is executed. The REPORT command will 
display the dimension value that is its own parent, or loop, thus showing you 
exactly where the problem in circularity lies.

ROLLUP Program Tips

Using a ROLLUP program
Whenever a variable is dimensioned by one or more hierarchical dimensions, use 
the ROLLUP command to calculate the totals of the variable’s data at every level of 
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ROLLUP Program Tips
the hierarchy. When you do this, you are rolling up the variable. Instead of executing 
individual commands, you will probably write an Express program to roll up one 
or more variables. Alternatively, if you have Express Server 6.2 or later, you can use 
the Rollup Wizard in Administrator 6.2 to generate your ROLLUP programs for 
you.

The elapsed time needed to complete a ROLLUP command with large variables 
depends in part on the amount of database input/output (I/O) required. When you 
roll up a variable whose total size is larger than the available memory, Express 
automatically moves pages of data between memory and disk, as needed.

If Express has to move pages more than once, this extra I/O greatly increases the 
elapsed time required to complete the rollup. Ideally, you control I/O by having all 
the data you need for a ROLLUP command in memory at one time.

There are two issues here:

■ Rolling up all data (for example, when you build a database)

■ Rolling up data selectively (for example, when only a portion of data has been 
changed and needs to be rolled up)

This section first describes how to roll up all data, presents a sample ROLLUP 
program, then discusses how to roll up data selectively.

What to include in your ROLLUP program
If you use the Rollup Wizard to generate a ROLLUP program, you do not need to 
read this section. The Rollup Wizard will generate the most efficient program 
possible.

When you write a ROLLUP program, consider the following strategies for 
maximizing the speed of rollups.

■ If you have Express Server 6.2 or later, attach the database in read/write 
exclusive mode. Using read/write exclusive mode will improve rollup times 
and minimize database growth.

■ If you have Express Server 6.2 or later, use In-Place only when the database is 
attached in read/write exclusive mode. Using In-Place will contribute to the 
minimization of database growth. For versions of Express Server 6 prior to 
version 6.2: do not use In-Place. See the Using In-Place Variables technical note 
for detailed information.

■ Select the optimal portion of the variable to calculate for each dimension: use 
LIMIT commands to set the status of the data you roll up.
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ROLLUP Program Tips
■ Use the COMPLEMENT keyword with LIMIT commands to limit dimensions 
to their children that have no descendants.

■ Execute an UPDATE command after every ROLLUP, solve, or assign (=) 
command.

■ Calculate a single variable across all dimensions before moving on to another 
variable

■ For versions prior to Express Server 6.1, detach and attach the database after 
rolling up each variable. If you have Express Server 6.1, this strategy is 
unnecessary, and might, in fact, decrease performance.

The following sections provide more information.

Using exclusive mode in Express Server 6.2 or later
Whenever possible, attach your database in read/write exclusive mode before you 
roll up that database. If you attach a database in read/write or read-only mode, any 
time a change is made to a page of data, Express makes a copy of that page. But 
when you attach a database in exclusive mode, any time a change is made to a page 
of data, that page is moved to a local cache instead of being copied. This means that 
Express works faster and more efficiently, which results in faster ROLLUP times.

Using exclusive mode also slows the growth rate of a database.

Using In-Place in Express Server 6.2 or later
You can slow the growth rate of a database by using In-Place variables. In order for 
In-Place variables to have any effect, you must attach the database in read/write 
exclusive mode. 

You should consider the following limitations before deciding to use In-Place 
variables.

If you use In-Place variables (instead of permanent variables), then you must have 
the ability to reconstruct the data in the In-Place variable if a failure occurs when the 
database that contains that In-Place variable is updated. This is necessary because 
there is no way to know exactly what data is in the variable at any given moment. 
This is a result of Express writing over the old data when it stores the new data in 
an In-Place variable. It is only when an UPDATE command is executed on the 
database that the data is in a determinate state. If the UPDATE command fails, you 
will have to reconstruct the data in any In-Place variables in that database.
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For Express Server 6.2 or later, you can change the variable’s storage method to 
In-Place only when the ROLLUP program attaches the database in read/write 
exclusive mode. (In-Place has no effect until a database is attached in read/write 
exclusive mode.) You specify the access mode by using an access keyword after the 
ATTACH keyword with the DATABASE command. You can attach a database in 
read-only, read/write, or read/write exclusive mode.

You can also use the DATABASE command with the WAIT or NOWAIT keywords 
to specify whether Express waits for a database to become available for access if you 
request access to a database that is being used with read/write exclusive access, or 
if you request read/write access to a database that is already being used with 
read/write non-exclusive access. See the Using In-Place Variables technical note and 
the DATABASE command in the Express Language Help system for details.

Do not use In-Place in Express Server 6.1 and earlier
For Express Server 6.1 and earlier, using In-Place can have serious negative 
consequences. See the Using In-Place Variables technical note for details.

Using LIMIT commands to set status
The LIMIT command sets the status of a dimension. The current status of a 
dimension determines which values of data that are dimensioned by it are used by 
Express. Therefore, you use LIMIT to restrict the data values you are working on by 
temporarily limiting the range of the data’s dimensions.

Use the LIMIT command to limit the amount of data being rolled up at one time to 
a subset that can fit into memory. This reduces the need for I/O during the rollup of 
that subset of data.

If you are rolling up a large amount of data, you can set the status of your variable’s 
dimensions to create a series of subsets of the desired data. Then you can explicitly 
loop through these subsets in your Express program, executing a separate ROLLUP 
command for each subset. The sample ROLLUP program later in this document 
describes why and how you use the LIMIT command in more detail.

See the LIMIT command in the Express Language Help system for detailed 
information about using LIMIT.

Limiting dimensions to their children that have no descendants
When building a database, you will create your database objects (for example, 
dimensions and variables), load values into the objects, and then roll up all the 
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values in all of your variables. To perform this kind of rollup, you must first limit 
every hierarchical dimension to its lowest level of values. For example, suppose 
your dimension’s levels of hierarchy are country, regions of the country, and cities 
in each region. The cities are this dimension’s children that have no descendants.

First, load the data for the children that have no descendants (for example, cities). 
Then, limit the dimension to its children that have no descendants — this way you 
will only roll up the dimension values that actually contain data. You then roll up 
those values to calculate the total values for the next level (regions), and continue 
rolling up each level of the hierarchy to its highest level (country).

Example: Limiting the dimension to its children that have no descendants
To limit the dimension to its children that have no descendants, use the LIMIT 
command with the COMPLEMENT keyword followed by the name of the 
dimension’s parent relation (which is automatically generated by Administrator). 
For example, suppose the name of the dimension is GEOGRAPHY, and its parent 
relation is G1.PARENT. To limit the dimension to only the children that have no 
descendants, use the following command in your ROLLUP program.

limit geography complement g1.parent

This command sets the status for GEOGRAPHY so that its only values are values 
that do not have children. See the sample ROLLUP program later in this document 
for an example of how to use this command with other commands to roll up data 
efficiently.

See the LIMIT command in the Express Language Help system for information 
about using this command and the COMPLEMENT keyword.

Updating the database after every ROLLUP
Execute an UPDATE command after every ROLLUP command. Express will then 
write changed pages in an optimal way, which results in better performance. This 
will also control database growth.

See the UPDATE command in the Express Language Help system for information 
about using this command.

Detaching and attaching the database: Express Server 6.0.1 and earlier
You should consider this strategy only if your version of Express Server is a version 
prior to Express Server 6.1. If you have Express Server 6.1, using the following 
strategy could actually decrease performance.
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If you use a ROLLUP program to roll up data for more than one variable, be sure to 
include commands to detach the database, then reattach it in read/write mode after 
rolling up each variable. This action frees up any memory that is associated with the 
variable, thus improving performance.

See the DATABASE command in the Express Language Help system for 
information about using this command to attach and detach databases.

Note: All temporary variables in the database of interest are discarded when you 
detach that database. If you are using temporary variables, you will have to 
reinitialize them.

Your ROLLUP program must be part of a different database than the database you 
want to attach and detach — you cannot detach a database while running a 
program that is part of that database.

An alternative to ROLLUP in Express Server 6.3
If you write your own rollup programs, you can improve performance by using a 
new set of commands and functions to roll up your data. These commands provide 
a way to specify that some of your data should be pre-calculated and stored in the 
database, while the rest of the data should be calculated on the fly, meaning, at the 
time a user queries that data. Please be aware that while these commands support 
the use of composites, they do not support the use of conjoint dimensions. 

Instead of using ROLLUP, you can use:

■ The AGGREGATE command to roll up data.

■ The AGGREGATE function to calculate data on the fly.

■ The DEFINE AGGMAP command to define an aggregation map object, which 
is required by both the AGGREGATE command and AGGREGATE function.

■ The AGGMAP command to add text to the aggregation map.

■ The RELATION command (in the aggregation map) to specify which hierarchy 
for each dimension should be rolled up, as well as which dimension values 
should be pre-calculated.

■ The CACHE command (in the aggregation map) to specify whether data that is 
calculated on the fly should be stored in the cache or recalculated every time 
that data is requested by a user.

■ The AGGMAPINFO function to get information about an aggregation map.

See the Express Language Help and the release notes for more information.
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Sample ROLLUP Program

Multiple hierarchical dimensions
This section describes a good ROLLUP strategy for a multidimensional variable, 
followed by sample code. 

Suppose you have a variable called SALES, which is dimensioned by TIME, 
GEOGRAPHY, and MARKET. All three dimensions have hierarchies to roll up.

The following illustration shows SALES as a cube in which the data for its children 
that have no descendants has already been loaded.

The loaded data consists of the smaller cube within the larger SALES cube. All of 
the other cells within the SALES cube contains NA values. The idea here is that as 
you roll up each dimension, only data is rolled up. In other words, you do not want 
to roll up any NA values, because it is a waste of time that results in poor 
performance.

The first step is to limit all dimensions to only those values that could have data: the 
children that have no descendants. This is where you limit each dimension with the 
COMPLEMENT keyword and the name of that dimension’s parent relation.

Before the rollup, you must limit the dimension you plan to roll up, TIME, to all 
values. This is because you want to roll across (as shown below) all time values 
while excluding any NA values that would be included if you had not limited the 
other dimensions.

SALES Variable

TIME

GEOGRAPHY

M 
A 
R 
K 
E 
T

The lowest-level data of SALES' 
dimensions has been loaded.

Limit each dimension to its lowest-level data by 
using the COMPLEMENT keyword.
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Notice how the smaller cube of data rolls up across the front edge of the TIME 
dimension in the following figure.

Now, limit the next dimension you plan to roll up, GEOGRAPHY, to all values, then 
roll up that dimension. Notice how the rollup continues in the following figure. The 
bottom layer of SALES is now rolled up.

SALES Variable

TIME

GEOGRAPHY

M 
A 
R 
K 
E 
T

Limit TIME to ALL, then 
ROLLUP over TIME.

SALES Variable

TIME

GEOGRAPHY

M 
A 
R 
K 
E 
T

Limit GEOGRAPHY to ALL, 
then ROLLUP over 
GEOGRAPHY .
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Now, you can limit the final dimension, MARKET, to all values and roll it up. The 
following figure shows how the rest of the SALES cube is rolled up.

This is the most efficient way you can roll up a multidimensional variable. The more 
dimensions a variable has, the more effective this technique will be in improving 
performance. Now, take a look at the following sample code, which uses several 
strategies already described in this document for ROLLUP programs.

Sample ROLLUP code
The following is simple code for the sample ROLLUP program already described.

" set the current status of all dimensions to ALL 
allstat
" limit all dimensions to their children that have no descendants
limit time complement t1.parent
limit geography complement g1.parent
limit market complement m1.parent
" roll up the first dimension
limit time to all
rollup sales over time using t1.parent
update
" roll up the second dimension
limit geography to all
rollup sales over geography using g1.parent
update
" roll up the third dimension
limit market to all
rollup sales over market using m1.parent
update

SALES Variable

TIME

GEOGRAPHY

M 
A 
R 
K 
E 
T

Limit MARKET to ALL, then 
ROLLUP over MARKET .
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" change the storage of sales back to permanent
chgdfn sales permanent

How to roll up data selectively
Even if you are not concerned about I/O, you might want to set the status of a 
variable’s dimension to selectively roll up its values. For example, only some values 
of the variable might have changed, so you have to recalculate only the ancestors of 
those values.

You must be careful when setting status to make sure that you get meaningful 
results from your ROLLUP command.

Example: Rolling up because one variable value has changed
Suppose you have a hierarchy with three levels of data. The first level is the highest 
level of the hierarchy, such as a grand total for one country. The second level is the 
middle level, such as regions of a country. The third level is the lowest level, such as 
cities in a region.

If the value in one variable cell on the third level changes (for example, position 123 
in the previous figure), you can use ROLLUP to recalculate the values of its 
ancestors (the variable cells on the first and second levels that are directly related to 
the changed variable cell).

1  (Country)

DIM2 is a dimension that has a 
hierarchy

11                 12                  13                  14                 15  (Regions)

121               122                123                       151                          152  (Cities)
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To correctly compute these values, you must limit the dimension to the value whose 
data has changed (position 123 — a city), its siblings (positions 121 and 122 — all 
other cities in the same region), its ancestors (positions 12 and 1 — the region and 
country), and any siblings of those ancestors (positions 11, 13, 14, and 15 — all 
regions). You do not limit the dimension to any other branches on the same level as 
the value whose data has changed. For example, exclude any cities in different 
regions.

First, limit the dimension (GEOGRAPHY) to the value whose data has changed 
(BOSTON is the dimension value associated with position 123). Then use LIMIT 
with the ADD keyword to include ancestors and any appropriate children in the 
dimension’s status. In the following example, the name of the dimension’s parent 
relation is G1.PARENT. The name of the variable is MYVAR.

limit geography to ’BOSTON’
limit geography add ancestors using g1.parent
limit geography add children using g1.parent
rollup myvar over geography using g1.parent

In the code sample, the first LIMIT command limits the status of GEOGRAPHY to 
position 123 (which is BOSTON). The next LIMIT command adds all the ancestors 
of position 123, so that the current status now consists of positions 123, 12, and 1. 
The final LIMIT command adds the children of all values that are currently in 
status. Therefore, it adds the children of position 1 (which are positions 11, 13, 14, 
and 15) and the children of position 12 (which are positions 121 and 122). It adds no 
children for position 123, because position 123 has no children.

The ROLLUP command will now correctly calculate the values of all the ancestors 
of the changed value of BOSTON. Note that this example assumes that the values 
for positions 151 and 152 and any other siblings of position 123’s parent and 
ancestors have already been calculated and do not themselves need to be 
recalculated.

How ROLLUP works
This example examines how the ROLLUP command works. This section presents 
technical information for advanced users and can be skipped on a first reading.

define t1.parent relation time <time hier>

If the dimension HIER has more than one value in status, ROLLUP loops over HIER 
in the following order, which is best for page locality.

FOR (dimensions of variable varying slower than hierarchy)
FOR (dimensions of relation other than hierarchy)
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loop over each hierarchy level
loop over subsets of variable dimensions varying faster than hierarchy
DO
accumulate parents of subset in physical order of children
copy parents in physical order
DOEND

If there is no faster-varying dimension than the hierarchy, the fastest varying of the 
slower-varying dimension is treated as “faster.”

This looping order minimizes CPU time if the cells of the variable associated with 
one slower-varying dimension value fit in memory. If they do not, I/O time can 
increase. In this case, you might have to set status and loop explicitly in your 
program to minimize elapsed time.

Steps you can take before and after a ROLLUP

Improving ROLLUP performance
The following steps improve rollup performance in certain circumstances:

■ After significant maintenance to the database, export and import the database

■ In a benchmark situation, check the number of segments per variable

■ Solve a model after the rollup

Exporting and importing the database
If your dimensions, hierarchies, or models have undergone significant maintenance, 
you should export your database, delete the database on your server, and then 
import the database back on the server before you execute a rollup.

Checking the number of segments
In a benchmark situation, you should check your variable’s number of segments 
before and after you roll it up. To check the number of segments, use the OBJ 
function. For example, to display the number of segments for a variable named 
SALES, enter the following command in the Express Command window in 
Administrator.

show obj(numsegs)
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If the variable has more than one segment before you roll it up for the first time, you 
may have made a mistake. Review all the recommendations in this document to be 
sure to define your variable and load data into it in the most effective way.

If the variable has one segment before you roll it up but has more than one segment 
after you roll it up, the rollup created more segments. 

Generally, performance will be best if you can keep your variable to one segment or 
a few segments. You may ensure this by using the CHGDFN command with the 
SEGWIDTH keyword to specify the size of the variable’s segments. As long as you 
make the size large enough, you can ensure that the variable will have only one 
segment.

At the same time, realize that if you make the segment much larger than needed, it 
will waste space. If you follow the recommendation of keeping one dimension 
dense and putting all other dimensions in a composite, simply executing a rollup on 
the variable will never create another segment. However, it is possible that 
maintaining the fastest-varying dimension (for example, adding and deleting 
dimension values) might result in more segments.

Solve a model after the rollup
When the data is financial data and a model is involved, consider executing all 
rollups first, then solve the model across the entire cube. In this case, it is important 
to be able to limit to only the input line items when doing the reset of the rollups. 
Typically, you will create a variable to hold this information.

Miscellaneous Performance Tips

What this topic describes
This topic describes the steps you can take toward ensuring good performance after 
you have designed a good database, loaded data efficiently, and written an effective 
ROLLUP program or generated one with the Rollup Wizard in Administrator 6.2.

Changing the size of the Express cache
You can increase or decrease the size of the Express cache. You may want to do so 
for the following reasons:

■ If there is no operating system paging but there is Express paging, you may 
increase the Express cache size.
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■ If there is both operating system paging and Express paging, you should 
decrease the Express cache size.

■ Check the NT performance monitor. If you notice a lot of page faults, you may 
need to decrease the size of the Express cache. You need to consider the 
demands made by any other applications running on your NT server, and try to 
balance them with Express.

To change the size of the Express cache, change the value of the PageBufferCount 
parameter in the Express Server Configuration Manager. There are no hard-and-fast 
recommendations — try changing the size until you see a good improvement in 
performance. 

To change the value of the PageBufferCount parameter, select the Paging tab in 
Configuration Manager. In the Settings list, notice the PageBufferCount parameter. 
This parameter controls the number of page buffers in the cache. 

On Unix, the default value is half of physical memory divided by 4096 bytes.

On NT, the default value depends on the amount of physical memory you have:

■ If you have less than 128MB of physical memory, the default value is half of 
physical memory divided by 4096 bytes. 

■ For Express Server 6.0.1 and later, if you have a minimum of 128MB of physical 
memory, the default value is three-quarters of physical memory divided by 
4096 bytes. 

To check this value, look at the file OESEvent.log in your install directory, or use the 
Event Viewer in the NT Event Log. On Unix, the default location of the file 
OESEvent.log is in a directory such as $OLAP_HOME/oes620/log.

Adjusting paging behavior
Eventually, the Express cache may run out of pages. When this happens, Express 
Server will remove the least-recently used page from the cache to make room for the 
currently needed page.

Two parameters in the NT server configuration tool control this behavior. The value 
of the FreePageLowCount parameter specifies at what page count Express Server 
starts discarding the least-recently used pages, and the FreePageHighCount 
parameter specifies at what page count Express Server stops.

If Express Server is installed on NT, you can check the process time from the NT 
performance monitor. Look for spikes in the graph when you are executing a 
ROLLUP program. Spiking may be an indication that the ROLLUP program is 
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frequently stopping at the number specified by FreePageHighCount. This is a result 
of the values of these parameters being set too low.

The solution is to raise the values of both the FreePageLowCount and the 
FreePageHighCount parameters. You can do this with Configuration Manager. If 
you have more than 128MB of physical memory, it is generally a good idea to 
increase the values of both the FreePageLowCount and the FreePageHighCount 
parameters.

If Express Server is installed on a single-CPU machine, set FreePageLowCount to 
100 and set FreePageHighCount to 250.

If Express Server is installed on a multiple-CPU machine, the default settings will be 
displayed as “NA” in the Configuration Manager. Instead of using a page count as 
the setting for each parameter, the percentage of the physical memory that is 
associated with the page buffers is used as the setting on a multiple-CPU machine. 
The default setting for FreePageLowCount is 2%, and the default setting for 
FreePageHighCount is 15%. There are no recommendations for changing these 
parameters on a multiple-CPU machine — try changing the size until you see an 
improvement in performance.

Improving the time required for data loading and updates
As discussed earlier in this technical note, when you write your ROLLUP program, 
a good strategy is to execute an UPDATE command after every ROLLUP, solve, or 
assign (=) command. This section describes a strategy for improving the time it 
takes to execute UPDATE commands. This strategy can also improve the time it 
takes to perform data loading. You can use this strategy if your machine has at least 
two processors.

In Express Server 6.0.1 and later (but prior to 6.1.0.2), two parameters in the NT 
server configuration tool control the behavior of the I/O thread: 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep and ModifiedPageCount. In Express Server 6.1.0.2 and 
later, ModifiedPageCount is no longer necessary.

For Express Server 6.2 and later (as well as the 6.1 patch, 6.1.0.1.3P), the 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep parameter determines the number of milliseconds 
between attempts made by the I/O thread to determine if a page can be written out. 
If the server machine has a good disk array, a good setting for 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep is 75. Otherwise, a good setting is 100, for example, if 
there is only one disk.

In Express Server 6.0.1.2 and later, the default setting is 0.
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For Express Server 6.0.1 only, on a multi-processor machine, the default value of 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep is 30, which indicates that the I/O thread should wake up 
every 30 seconds. It can be worthwhile to experiment with changing this value to 
improve performance. On a single-processor machine, the default value of is 0, 
which disables this behavior.

The I/O thread runs at a lower priority than other threads. The I/O thread will run 
only if there are available CPU cycles. Because you will gain the most benefit when 
the CPU is idle, it is unlikely that changing the default value of 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep on a single-processor machine will be helpful.

For Express Server 6.2 and later, the ModifiedPageCount parameter is unnecessary. 
However, for versions prior to Express Server 6.2, the ModifiedPageCount 
parameter determines the number of pages you wish to keep in a modified state. 
The default setting is 0.

For Express Server 6.0.1 only, the default value is 200.

When the number of pages that have been modified and are not actively being used 
is greater than the value of ModifiedPageCount, the I/O thread will write out pages 
until they once again equal that value. As with the ModifiedPageWriterSleep 
parameter, it can be worthwhile to experiment with changing this value to improve 
performance.

Preventing file fragmentation
It may be a good idea to take steps that will prevent file fragmentation, especially if 
you know your database will be large (such as a multi-gigabyte database).

Taking the following steps will either prevent file fragmentation from happening or 
keep fragmentation to a minimum:

■ Use the disk analysis tools or commands that are available for your platform to 
perform disk defragmentation before you perform any task that will cause the 
database to grow in size, such as loading data.

■ Change the default extendsize to at least 1M for every data database (the 
Express databases that you or someone else defined). To do so, use the 
DATABASE command with the EXTENDSIZE keyword. If you know that your 
database will be very large and that using a lot of disk space is not an issue, you 
may want to change the default extendsize to a much larger value than 1M. 
Refer to the entry for the DATABASE command in the Express language 
reference manual or Help system for more information about using the 
EXTENDSIZE keyword.
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■ Put any temporary files on a different disk that the disk on which the main 
database file resides. This will minimize competitive fragmentation.

Changes in Paging Behavior from 5 to 6

Different paging behavior
As of Express Server 6.0, the data page size is larger. This has both positive and 
negative performance implications.

Databases exported from Personal Express, then imported into Express Server 6 
may be a different size or behave differently.

Strategies in this document
Be sure to use the strategies in this document to ensure good performance.

Why You Should Use Composites Instead of Conjoint Dimensions

Using composites
In previous releases, sparsity was handled by conjoint dimensions. Express Server 6.0 
introduces composites, which are self-maintaining, to handle sparsity. Once you 
create a composite, you do not have to take any steps to maintain a composite, 
because Express does the work for you.

Conjoint dimensions are supported in Express Server 6 for backward compatibility, 
but you should use composites when you build a new database. If you have 
previously used conjoints, you can use CHGDFN to convert them to composites (as 
described in the Database Administration Guide). You will then need to rewrite and 
simplify any load, calculation, and output programs.

Furthermore, once you create a composite, any variable that you define that uses 
that composite — meaning, any time you set sparsity on exactly the same 
dimensions in exactly the same order — will use the same composite that Express 
has already created.

Using the Database Administration Guide
The Database Administration Guide describes composites in detail. 
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The “Using Conjoint Dimensions” appendix of the Database Administration Guide 
describes how to define and maintain conjoint dimensions. If you need finer control 
in working with sparse variables, you may want to consider using conjoint 
dimensions instead of composites. The disadvantage is that you will have to take 
the extra steps required to create and maintain your conjoint dimensions. 

The appendix also describes how to convert conjoint dimensions to composites, as 
well as how to convert composites to conjoint dimensions.
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